Design and Analysis of Monte Carlo Experiments: Attacking the Conventional Wisdom.
The design and analysis of Monte Carlo experiments, with special reference to structural equation modelling, is discussed in this article. These topics merit consideration, since the validity of the conclusions drawn from a Monte Carlo study clearly hinges on these features. It is argued that comprehensive Monte Carlo experiments can be implemented on a PC if the experiments are adequately designed. This is especially important when investigating modern computer intensive methodologies like resampling and Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods. We are faced with three fundamental challenges in Monte Carlo experimentation. The first problem is statistical precision, which concerns the reliability of the obtained results. External validity, on the other hand, depends on the number of experimental conditions, and is crucial for the prospects of generalising the results beyond the specific experiment. Finally, we face the constraint on available computer resources. The conventional wisdom in designing and analysing Monte Carlo experiments embodies no explicit specification of meta-model for analysing the output of the experiment, the use of case studies or full factorial designs as experimental plans, no use of variance reduction techniques, a large number of replications, and "eyeballing" of the results. A critical examination of the conventional wisdom is presented in this article. We suggest that the following alternative procedures should be considered. First of all, we argue that it is profitable to specify explicit meta-models, relating the chosen performance statistics and experimental conditions. Regarding the experimental plan, we recommend the use of incomplete designs, which will often result in considerable savings. We also consider the use of common random numbers in the simulation phase, since this may enhance the precision in estimating meta-models. The use of fewer replications per trial, enabling us to investigate an increased number of experimental conditions, should also be considered in order to improve the external validity at the cost of the conventionally excessive precision.